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Abstract 

 

Security is one of the most requirements that need to be provided to achieve an integrity and authentication. In a credential content-

based publish subscribe system, the authentication is hard to achieve since there exists no bonding between the end parties. 

Integrity, authentication and confidentiality needs to arise in published events and subscription conflicts with credential content-

based event routing. To provide authentication and confidentiality in broker-less pub sub model by using the method of 

cryptographic Identity Based signcryption, the authentication and confidentiality of publisher and subscriber messages or events 

is ensured. Signcryption performs both digital signature and encryption mechanism. Here providing scalable broker-less credential 

content-based publish/subscribe system model to adapt an event routing between publisher and subscriber located in wide range. 

This approach helps in providing fast and secure subscription, fine-grained key management, effective encryption or decryption 

methods and routing is done in the order of subscribed attributes.          
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Most fundamental requirement for every system is security. It is one of the major factor to protect and control any sort of failures. 

There are number of mechanisms which are available to provide security to events. In that one of the most important mechanisms 

is Signcryption. In publish/subscribe system the publisher one who delivers his content data without specifying a particular 

destination and publisher will not concern about delivery to a particular subscriber. The publisher classifies publishing events based 

on differ criteria or methods and release it and subscriber will express interest on one or more files and subscribe to that particular 

one in order to have access over it. Contents of events are kept as confidential and subscribers receive events without informing 

their subscriptions for the system. Both subscription and publication confidentiality is required to minimize the risk of leakage of 

events or messages in systems. For that purpose, publisher and subscriber want to share a secret key, by using public key 

infrastructure which is not a pleasing because it would be weaken the decoupling property of this model. 

In PKI, publishers preserve public keys of all subscribers for the encryption of events or texts. Similarly, subscribers must know 

the public keys of publishers to check authenticity of established events. Its different nature is helpful for huge-level scattered 

application also provides a wide range of adaptability or flexibility to be change. A secure signcryption scheme should be provide 

confidentiality and authentication which provide security that is even if the senders private key is compromised should not able to 

unsigncrypt the event and even with the receiver’s private key, a former should not be able to generate a fresh signcryption.  

The credentials which maintained based on the subscriptions of subscribers. For an encryption of events requires keys, private 

keys allotted to the subscribers are marked with credentials. A publisher is having their number of credentials. In public key 

encryption type a public key can be any arbitrary string. In sthat scheme uses four phases. In setup phase having a global system 

parameters and master-key are generated. In second phase extraction that is a private keys are extracted from master keys. In third 

encryption of events are done encrypted by using public keys. In last phase the ecryption of messages or events are decrypted by 

using a relative private keys. 

Additionally the extended large scale, running, geographically scalable distributed features requires flexible, more efficient and 

reliable techniques for the information distribution. The paper is divided into different sections. The section 2 which describes 

various known models in publish subscribe system. Section 3 concludes the survey. 

II. RELATED WORKS  

From last few years, network is growing day by day and most applications requires information distribution between different 

entities. The millions of entities are distributed globally in their locations and behavior may vary. A large scale, running and 

geographically distributed features requires the scalable and more reliable and efficient techniques for information distribution. A 

synchronous point -point communication systems are not able to satisfy the requirements. So publish subscribe systems has 

received high attention for an asynchronous nature of interaction for large systems. This paper focuses on a general pub/sub security 

model proposed in the literature for routing the event and their relations or bonding with overlay network level solutions and 

probable network deployment. 
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 Publisher Subscriber system 

Publishers and subscribers interact with a key server in the model. They provide the credential server and in turn receive the keys 

which are fit the expressed capabilities in that credentials. Those keys can used to encrypt, decrypt, sign in relevant messages or 

events in content based pub/sub model, i.e., the credential becomes authorized by the key server[1]. A credential consists of two 

parts: 

1) Binary string which describes the capability of peer in publishing and receiving events 

2) Proof of its identity 

 Content Based Model 

In content based model, subscribers apply contents on event to be sent to them. According those contents events will be routed to 

subscribers. An event is equal against subscriptions when attributes and their values in an event that satisfy the requirements of 

subscriptions [5]. The complexity of matching operation is influenced by complexity of subscription language. The concept model 

the events are not matched by name, but they are matched against the attributes of event. Content based networking is generalization 

of content based publish/subscribe model. In content-based networking the messages are no longer addressed to communication 

endpoints. They are published to the distributed space of information and routed by networking substrate to interested 

communication in endpoints. In most the same substrate is responsible for the realizing naming or binding and the actual content 

delivery. 

 Access Control 

In publish/subscribe system which loosely-coupled nature, achieving  a security is one of challenging task in this model. Access 

control deals with secure events and its routing to appropriate subscriber. The confidentiality is an issue in access control 

mechanism. Publish/Subscribe has big and heterogeneous groups of publishers, subscribers which maximizes the hardness in 

achieving confidentiality and authenticity and integrity. Asynchronous nature or mode of publish/subscribe communication and 

role based access control will helpful for making the distributed system scalable [2][9]. 

 Semantic Overlay Maintenance 

A generic content-based publish/subscribe system which is dynamic, reliable also perform comparative analysis of its probabilistic 

and deterministic implementations known as Dynamic Publish/Subscribe. The subscription driven clustering is obtained in 

Dynamic Publish/Subscribe[3]. DPS has able to achieve more scalable event or message delivery even if failures and changes 

occur in the system [1]. A DPS is targeted scalability and reliability like fault tolerant and deterministic or probabilistic content 

based publish/subscribe system. 

 Identity Based Encryption 

Identity(ID)-based public key cryptosystem, it enables any pair of the users to cooperate or communicate a securely connection 

without exchange their public key certificates, that without keeping a public key directory and without using online method of the 

third party, a trusted key generation center issues a private key to all user when he first join the network. The identity-based 

encryption scheme is categorized by four randomized algorithms such as: Setup, Extract, Encrypt, and Decrypt [3].  

1) Setup: Master Key and system parameters are generated. Extract: The private secret Key corresponding to a Public Key is 

generated using Master Key. 

2) Encrypt: By using Public Key the message is encrypted.  

3) Decrypt:  using the given Private Key the messages is decrypted. 

 Secure Key Exchange 

A key-exchange (KE) protocol is execute in a network of interconnected party that, each party can be activated to execute an 

instance of  protocol called session [4]. Within a session can be activated to execute the initiation session or to respond to an 

incoming message. The result of these activations and according to specification of this exchange protocol, party creates and 

maintains a session state, that generates an outgoing messages, and eventually completes the session by generate a session key and 

clear the session state. 

 Signcryption 

While the traditional PKI infrastructure needs to maintaining for every publisher or subscriber a private public key pair which has 

to known between the entities to encrypt and decrypt messages, a signcryption gives a promising alternative to minimise the amount 

of keys to be managed. In Signcryption[8][11], any valid string uniquely identifies  user can be the public key of the user. The key 

server keeps a particular pair of public and private major keys. Major public key can used by a contributor to cipher and send the 

messages to user with any identity, for example, an e-mail address. To decrypt the message, a receiver needs to obtain a private 

key for its identity from the key server. This shows a basic idea of Signcryption mechanism. The contributor wants to know only 

a single major public key to communicate with any of the identity. Similarly, the receiver only to obtain private keys for its own 

identities. Furthermore, the instance of key central server can be replicated within the network. Finally the key server keep only a 

single pair of major keys therefore it can be realized as insolent card provided to an each participant of system. The identity-based 
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encryption has proposed ago, recently pairing-based cryptography (PBC) has laid practical implementation of Signcryption 

mechanism. 

 Multicredential Routing 

In multi-credentials routing reduce the false positive, by enabling parents to forward those event on each attribute tree that match 

the most credential of their children. Analysis of secure overlay maintenance and secures event dissemination algorithms to keep 

weaker notion of subscription confidentiality, and traffic analysis, timing attacks on subscription confidentiality. In creation of 

credentials there are three process[7]: 

 Numeric Attributes:  

the event space composed a d-dimensional space attribute are process, by spatial indexing approach it is hierarchically decomposed 

into regular subspace. Subspaces are identified by a bit string of “0” and “1”s.  

 String Attributes:  

For more expressive string operations in credentials the tree are generated. Each node in the tree is labeled with a string. Each peer 

is assigned to a particular credential, which is identical as its subscription. The leaf nodes match as tree.  

 Complex Subscriptions:  

Complex subscription with founds on dissimilar points, a subscriber receive separate credentials and, thus, keys for each points. 

Using these keys, a subscriber should be capable to positively decrypt any achievement with the corresponding points, if he is 

official to read the values associated with the points. The  content-based pub/sub system a subscription defines a combination on 

founds. An action equals with a subscription if and only if each of the founds in the subscription are fulfilled[6]. To ensure action 

confidentiality, a subscriber must not be capable to positively decrypt any event which equals only parts of its subscriptions. 

III. CONCLUSION 

To provide more authentication ,integrity and confidentiality in a broker-less content-based pub/sub system is discussed above. 

The approach scalable with the number of subscribers or publishers in a system and the number of generated keys maintained by 

them. A mechanisms is also proposed to assign  credentials to publishers and subscribers according to their subscribed subscriptions 

and advertisements. A private keys assigned to publishers and subscribers and the cipher message are labeled with credentials. 

Also, certificate less signature encryption method without pairing is introduced for the means of the key generation every time of 

invoking the random model oracle. The scheme is very efficient that the scheme evades bilinear pairing technique. It has been 

proved that the security of the method with the strongest security notion for signcryption , which namely insider security. It  left 

as an open problem to construct certificate less signcryption scheme with no pairing  the standard model for content based data 

sharing in Pub/Sub systems. 
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